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Introduction 
 
The recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa has now reached historic proportions and underscores 
the vulnerability of populations worldwide to pathogens for which no vaccine or therapeutic 
agent exists. More than 1,400 deaths and 2,600 cases have been reported in four neighboring 
countries as of August, 22, 2014 by WHO. Ebola virus disease (EVD), also known as Ebola 
hemorrhagic fever (EHF), is caused by five known species within the genus Ebolavirus, in the 
Filovirus family. Outbreaks of EVD have occurred in Africa in the past 
[http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/resources/outbreak-table.html], however the current epidemic 
caused by Zaire Ebolavirus [Baize et al., 2014], has been characterized by greater breadth and 
rapid spread (reported cases and geographically). Not surprisingly, there is renewed urgency for 
research related to therapeutic agent and vaccine development. Herein we present a summary of 
the major findings for EBOV-related epitope data captured to date in the IEDB. 
 
 

Summary of T and B cell epitopes IEDB data by Filoviridae family species 

As of August 10, 2014, the IEDB reported 67 T cell (CD4+ and CD8+) and 35 B cell epitopes 
(linear and conformational), from viruses within the Ebolavirus and Marburgvirus genera. 
Within the genus Ebolavirus (EBOV), data are provided for all known species, including Zaire, 
Sudan, Reston, Bundibugyo and Tai Forest Ebolavirus, as well as two unclassified species 
(Ebola virus Yambio 0403 and Ebola virus sp.). Of the 142 total Filovirus-related B and T cell 
epitopes, the EBOV epitopes represent 71% (101 epitopes), with Zaire Ebolavirus being the most 
represented [Table 1]. To date, 29 papers have been published that describe experimental data on 
the epitopes in the Filoviridae family, with 23 papers focused on the EBOV-related epitope data. 

 

Table	  1.	  Summary	  of	  T	  and	  B	  cell	  epitope	  data	  by	  virus	  species	  
	   Total	  	  

Epitopes	  
T	  cell	  

epitopes	  
B	  cell	  

epitopes	  
Total	  

References	  
Filovirus	  family	   142	   97	   46	   29	  
	   	   	   	   	  
	  	  	  Ebolavirus	   101	   67	   35	   23	   	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Zaire	   74	   50	   25	   16	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Sudan	   22	   17	   5	   6	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Ebola	  virus	  sp.	   5	   5	   0	   3	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Reston	   3	   0	   3	   2	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Tai	  Forest	   1	   0	   1	   1	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Bundibugyo	   1	   0	   1	   1	  
	   	   	   	   	  
Marburg	  virus	   41	   30	   11	   8	  

 



EBOV-related epitope data 

The EBOV genome encodes seven proteins: envelope glycoprotein (GP), nucleoprotein (NP), 
polymerase cofactor (VP35), transcription activator (VP30), matrix protein (VP40), secondary 
matrix protein (VP24), and RNA polymerase (L). The greatest percentage of epitopes has been 
defined for the GP (56; 54%) and NP (34; 32%) proteins; however, all proteins except the L 
protein are represented in the epitope data [Figure 1].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the breakdown of data by protein and response type (B cell or T cell and CD4 
vs. CD8). While B and T cell epitopes have been defined for GP and NP, far fewer T cell 
responses are reported for the other four EBOV proteins (VP24, VP30, VP35 and VP40), with a 
complete absence of B cell data. There are currently 44 T cell and 15 B cell epitopes for GP and 
10 T cell and 20 B cell epitopes for NP. Note, not all T cell epitopes are fully defined at the level 
of CD4/CD8 for  GP, NP, VP30 and VP35 as shown in Figure 2 inset. Negative data are also 
available in the IEDB (data not shown). 
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Figure	  1.	  Epitopes	  reported	  per	  EBOV	  protein	  
GP	   NP	   VP40	   VP35	   VP30	   VP24	  



Figure	  2.	  Response	  summary	  per	  EBOV	  protein	  
	  

	  

	  

 

 

Unexpectedly, human and non-human primate hosts are absent in the T and B-cell assays. Here 
we see that murine hosts predominate and a smaller number of rabbit studies have been reported 
only for antibodies.  

Of the monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) described to date, only one was derived from a human 
survivor of EHF of the 1995 Kikwit outbreak (mAb KZ52) [Table 2]. Analysis of the GP protein 
epitopes identified using assays demonstrating in vitro correlates of protection (virus 
neutralization) or in vivo survival assays, so-called ‘functional epitopes,’ revealed seven mAbs, 
including mAb 4G7 (ZMab), which is present in the recently administered treatment cocktail, 
ZMapp [Mapp Biopharmaceuticals]. Two of these epitopes were identified from also the X-ray 
structures of the GP trimer in complexes with mAb 16F6, the first antibody known to neutralize 
Sudan virus, [PDB: 3VE0] and KZ52 [PDB: 3CSY]. For the NP protein, the only epitope was 
identified from the virus neutralizing assay using a polyclonal antibody [Table 2].  

Three B cell epitopes were reported for the GP1 protein of Marburgvirus: two linear epitopes 
with IEDB IDs of 7674 and 150883, were identified for the mAbs 3H5 and 7G8, respectively, 
using a protection assay via passive transfer, and one linear epitope, 181232, for the mAbs 
APH159-1-3 and MGP72-17, using a virus neutralizing assay. 
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*	  Protection	  means	  a	  positive	  live	  in	  vivo	  survival	  or	  challenge	  assay;	  VN	  -‐	  virus	  neutralizing	  assay.	  

 

MHC binding data curated in the IEDB 

Within the IEDB, epitopes are defined as distinct molecular structures reported to be positive in 
at least one immune-based experimental assay; therefore distinct, as we all overlapping 
structures are recorded as unique epitopes. The majority of EBOV peptides reported thus far 
have been defined in the context of MHC binding assays (1,101 positive peptides).  

Indeed, 92% of all EBOV-specific data represent MHC binding assays. Table 3 provides a 
summary of all human alleles tested as positive to date by protein. Overall coverage is fairly 
broad with 38 different human class I alleles tested (including HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C), and 
data for all EBOV proteins. No human class II alleles have been reported to date.  

While MHC binding does not define a T cell response (binding is requisite, but not solely 
sufficient to define immunogenicity), in the absence of a significant amount of T cell response 
data, MHC binding data, both experimental and predicted, might address an existing knowledge 
gap, and we therefore report on MHC class II prediction for the Ebola GP protein and plan  
reporting on MHC class I prediction and other Ebola proteins as well.  

 

Table	  2.	  Functional	  EBOV-‐related	  B	  cell	  epitopes	  reported	  in	  the	  IEDB.	  

IEDB	  ID	   Epitope	   Antigen	   mAb	   Assay*	   Source	   PMID	  

156605	   AGNNNTHHQDTGEESASSGKLGLITN
TIAGVAGLITGGRRTR	  

GP1	  (459-‐500)	   4G7	  (ZMAb)	   Protection	   Zaire	   21925951	  

68320	   VEQHHRRTD	   GP1	  (405-‐413)	   13F6	  (MB-‐003)	   Protection	   Zaire	   18005986	  

167710	  
GP1:	  S32,	  P34,	  N40,	  E44,	  V45,	  T46,	  
E47;	  GP2:	  N552,	  A553,	  C556,	  G557,	  
Q560,	  L561,	  E564	  

GP1-‐GP2	   16F6	   VN,	  
Protection	   Sudan	   22590681	  

159310	  

GP1:	  V42,	  L43;	  GP2:	  V505,	  N506,	  
A507,	  Q508,	  P509,	  K510,	  C511,	  
N512,	  P513,	  N514,	  H549,	  N550,	  
Q551,	  D552,	  G553,	  L554,	  I555,	  
C556	  

GP1-‐GP2	   KZ52	   VN	   Zaire	   18615077	  

149582	   H549	   GP2	   133/3.16	   VN,	  
Protection	  

Zaire	   12502822	  

149583	   R134,	  F194,	  L199	   GP1	   226/8.1	   VN,	  
Protection	   Zaire	   12502822	  

72065	   VYKLDISEA	   GP1	  (393-‐401)	   6D8	  (MB-‐003)	  
VN,	  

Protection	   Zaire	   10698744	  

72143	   VYQVNNLEEIC	   NP	  (43-‐53)	   polyclonal	   VN	   Zaire	   21858240	  
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Table	  3.	  MHC	  Binding	  data:	  Positive	  human	  alleles	  per	  EBOV	  protein	  
 NP	   VP35	   VP40	   GP	   sGP	   VP30	   VP24	   L	  
A*01:01	           
A*02:01	           
A*02:03	           
A*02:06	           
A*03:19	           
A*03:01	           
A*11:01	           
A*23:01	           
A*24:02	           
A*24:03	           
A*26:01	           
A*26:02	           
A*26:03	           
A*29:02	           
A*30:01	           
A*31:01	           
A*32:07	           
A*32:15	           
A*68:02	           
A*68:23	           
A*69:01	           
B*07:02	           
B*08:01	           
B*15:01	           
B*15:17	           
B*15:42	           
B*27:05	           
B*35:01	           
B*39:01	           
B*40:01	           
B*45:06	           
B*46:01	           
B*51:01	           
B*57:01	           
B*58:01	           
B*83:01	           
C*04:01	           
C*06:02	           

	           
	   =	  Positive	  MHC	  binding	  assay	  for	  given	  allele	  	  
	   =	  Positive	  T	  cell	  assay	  	  

	  

	  	  	  	  *Epitope	  ID:	  16888	  (CTL,	  IFNγ),	  32188	  (CTL.	  IFNγ),	  54673	  (CTL,	  IFNγ)	  


